Michael Lunn
“We believe that a transition to
sustainability is necessary, inevitable,
possible, and a source of both great
new opportunity and long-lasting
prosperity, and we dedicate our best
efforts to making sustainability
happen.”
- AtKisson Inc Mission Statement
About Michael Lunn

Michael Lunn is Lead Associate to sustainability consulting
company AtKisson Inc which is a leading international
consulting and training firm dedicated to accelerating
progress toward sustainability with offices in Australia, US,
UK and Asia.
Michael has been working in the environment and
sustainability field since 1986. Prior to establishing his
own business in 2000 and joining the AtKisson network,
Michael worked for the Queensland State government,
assisting local government and business to integrate
sustainability through existing systems. Michael’s recent
clients (past 12 months) have included Victorian State
Government, Bendigo Bank, Brisbane City Council,
Brisbane Water, South East Queensland Regional Plan
(SEQ2021), Wide Bay ACC, CSIRO, Pine Rivers Shire
Council and Griffith University. Many of these are still
working with us, in an ongoing capacity.
Michael prides himself on helping business and
government to accelerate towards sustainability, and has
worked extensively on enhancing organisational
performance through sustainability indicators, systems,
and change management. Michael is also experience in
Sustainability reporting, and sustainability strategies both
in the UK and Australia.
Michael has BSc in Environmental Management, and a
Masters degree in Business Administration. He is also a
qualified auditor in EMS and ISO14001 Michael was the
founder of the UK Sustainability Practitioners Network,
which now has over 40,000 members worldwide. He acts
as joint editor of WaveFront, an International journal of
sustainability news. Michael’s main base is in Brisbane,
Australia but travels to Europe, US and other parts of the
world consulting on sustainability in business and
government on a regular basis. He also has a working
knowledge of local government, and community service
delivery.

About the AtKisson Group

The tools and services used by AtKisson Inc have
been proven to be a powerful strategy for
accelerating the process of turning sustainability
visions and aspirations into practical realities. By
accelerating innovation, developing a better
understanding of systems, training a dedicated core
of sustainability champions, and measuring progress
with sustainability indicators, companies,
governments and communities can reach their goals
faster, and more efficiently.

Sustainable Cities and Regions

A sustainable city meets all of its basic needs in a
way that can be continued into the long-term future —
including its need to continuously improve. The
challenge of sustainability requires cities and regions
to integrate environmental, economic, and social
development, and to ensure that every individual has
a chance for a successful and satisfying life.
AtKisson tools and processes for sustainable
community and regional development are designed to
help leaders and citizens from all walks of life work
together to achieve rapid progress. Using
participatory techniques, balanced with technical
expertise, communities learn to measure, plan, and
act for sustainability. More importantly, they learn to
think together about what sustainability means for
them, and what they can do to make it happen.
Our tools and processes for sustainable community
and regional development are designed to help
leaders and citizens from all walks of life work
together to achieve rapid progress. Using
participatory techniques, balanced with technical
expertise, communities learn to measure, plan, and
act for sustainability.
More importantly, they learn to think together about
what sustainability means for them, and what they
can do to make it happen.
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